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F O U N D E R ' S  D O W N B E A T

     I often say our interviews contain some of our most important
lessons. Not “How” to play, but “What “ and “Why.” Understanding how
great drummers look at drums, music, and life can be life-changing. This
month, I wanted to spotlight my dear friend, Jim Keltner, and some of
the Roundtable Interviews he has been a part of on Drum Channel. I
first met Jim when I was 16, and he was 18. He was focused on Jazz at
that time and continued his swinging feel into his life’s work. These are
a small sampling of entire interviews where you can join Jim and some
of the greatest drummers of all time. 

     Enjoy what Jim has on Drum Channel now, and stay tuned for more
fun things to come. 
    

     As always, let me know if you have any questions or suggestions by
emailing me at donlombardi@drumchannel.com. I always enjoy hearing
from you!

Keeping Time

Don Lombardi

Aug 1  I  6:00PM PT  I  Lombardi live! ft. Aynsley dunbar
Aug 4 | 6:00pm PT | Contest Winners Announcement
Aug 12 | 9:00am PT | Thomas Lang Live
Aug 19 | 9:00am PT | Thomas Lang Live
Aug 26 | 9:00am PT | Thomas Lang Live

 

Courses
jp bouvet
scott pellegrom

Concerts
rafael moreira trio ft. thomas lang
thomas pridgen Concert

Available on DrumChannel.com and All Streaming Platforms
 

Each week, host Billy Amendola, brings the world's best drummers and percussionists into your car, home, or wherever you listen
to podcasts. Enjoy fun, engaging, and educational interviews, as Billy gets answers to the questions we all have. Listen to your
favorite artists share drumming secrets, career-defining moments, and what they've been up to lately. You will be inspired to
take your drumming to the next level!

Season One Features: John "JR" Robinson, Curt Bisquera, Mona Tavakoli, Peter Erskine, Jonathan Moffett, Stephen Perkins,
Thomas Lang, Lindsay Artkop, Steve Forman, Gerry Gibbs, Jordan West, Walfredo Reyes Jr., David Stanock, JP Bouvet, Virgil
Donati, John Hernandez, and Jonny Scott. Season Two: 67 brand new episodes and counting...  

If you have suggestions for podcast guests, or questions you would like answered, please send them to:
support@drumchannel.com! We love hearing from you!
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     Jim Keltner is best known for his session work on solo recordings by former Beatles George
Harrison, John Lennon and Ringo Starr. He has also played with Bob Dylan, Joni Mitchell, The
Rolling Stones, Gillian Welch, Pink Floyd, Fiona Apple, Roy Orbison, Eric Clapton, Steely Dan, The
Ramones, Neil Young, Elvis Costello, Lucinda Williams, and many, many more! Jim has spent a lot of
time over the years participating in Drum Channel Roundtables and Interviews with Don Lombardi
and fellow drummers. Here are some excerpts. This is only the tip of the iceberg. Click here for
much more!
 

What is your approach to the drums? 
     I approach drums musically. The very first drummer I ever heard was Gene Krupa. When I started
getting serious about playing, Shelly Manne was my big hero. I called him when I was about 14 or
15. His wife was so sweet. She woke him up, and he actually talked with me. I’m not sure if I called
him Mr. Manne or what, but when he got on the phone, I asked him what size hi-hats he played. He
said he played 14-inch high hats. Years later, I told him about our call when I met him. He was the
sweetest guy in the world and the greatest. After that, I became infatuated with the Hal Blaine
sound. I even copied the color of his drums. I had Rick Faucher, Hal’s drum tech, outfit my drums
exactly the way Hal’s drums were. From there, I went on to Ringo, Charlie Watts, and guys that
played the drums really musically – they played songs in a really special way. Earl Palmer was
another big influence. 

How do you build confidence as a drummer? 
     The Boys and Girls Club of America in Pasadena was the first place I was able to play music in a
concert band. The leader formed a jazz band. I had the great experience of reading charts in a big
band, which helped me be able to interpret the music. Anyone can read and play, but there’s an
interpretation that you need to have when you play with a band. The first time you sit down and
play with a bass player, and the piano player plays some chords, and then they’re following you, you
feel the responsibility of time. Then you hear the cymbals, and you’re making time happen, and you
think, there is no feeling like this in the world because you sound like the records you’ve been
listening to. That’s your reference. You think you’re sounding great. You’re probably not, but how
you feel about yourself is very important. That was my thrust at that point. I think every kid should
have the good fortune to have a teacher, mentor, or someone in the family who makes them feel
special. Someone that makes you feel like what you are doing is thrilling. That’s so important.

JIM KELTNER
FEATURE

https://www.drumchannel.com/?s=jim+keltner&bp_search=1&view=content


     The first time I was in a situation where I should have been scared, I was too embarrassed to
be scared. I didn’t have cartage yet. Hal Blaine turned me onto a gig he couldn’t do. It was all
strings, horns, and everyone at the same time. There was a big rhythm section and a hole where
the drums should have been. I came walking in late, carrying my own stuff. The string players
were sitting there watching me. I immediately started sweating, and for some odd reason, I wasn’t
scared. I was angry at myself for being late. I instinctively knew it was wrong to be late. Later on,
they told me that time is money. I played the chart and sailed right through it. It was good, the
sound was good, and everyone was happy. They came back in and said, let’s do another one. It
was for a KHJ radio station call, a big deal back then. They said let’s do a different version.
Someone said, let’s do a 5/4 version. I didn’t know how to play a 5/4. I was just bee-bopping, but
we did it. I remember feeling the 5 and feeling really comfortable when it felt like I was doing it. I
sailed right through it. There was never a feeling like that again for me. From that point on, I don’t
remember feeling afraid before a recording session. That’s a big deal. As a drummer, you usually
count it off, and you start playing, and then you’re in it, and you have confidence. The confidence
to have confidence is huge. Having confidence in your ability to do the job is very important. I’ve
been around people who are good, and they lack confidence, and it holds them back. 

     Hal Blaine and Charlie Watts (whom I’m sitting with) are two of my favorite drummers in the
whole world. And there are others like Levon who played one hit on the tom-tom, and it would go
right through your body. On the other hand, we have beautiful drumming from Vinnie Colaiuta,
Dave Weckl, Virgil Donati, Thomas Lang, and Gregg Bissonette. All these guys have made it a
priority to take the instrument to the next level. I applaud that. I know most of those guys. There’s
nothing like having lunch with all these guys when they’re relaxed and not playing for anyone.
They’re just playing. It’s one of the thrills of my life. It’s like the Cirque du Soleil of drumming.
Chad Smith also has the chops and can dazzle you. All the guys who can play real simple stuff
have chops that are unreal, and we applaud and support those guys as much as we do the guys
who can play one good backbeat in the right spot and thrill us. 

Advice for young drummers?
     I sat next to President Clinton once, and he told a beautiful story about when he was a kid.
He’s a road scholar with a brilliant mind, but he started with a humble upbringing in Arkansas. He
said they would sit around and listen to older people tell stories as a kid. He realized the
importance of that, and it was a great stimulant for the mind. So, I hope there’s some of that in
your family, you know? I don’t know that I did that great of a job with my family. I was too busy
working all the time, selfishly, and it’s one of my regrets. 

     Having an imagination rather than spending so much time on technology is good. It’s good to
take time off from that kind of stuff and see what else stimulates you. If you’re a drummer, find
some ways to practice differently. I believe strongly in teachers. Find out who’s the top dog right
now. If he’s on the other coast and you’re out here, find out who that guy recommends near you
and learn from them. Take in as much as you can, whether you are a guitar player, drummer, or
whatever. Spend time with your instrument. That’s what I did. I was in love with my instrument so
much. I played drums all the time when I was a kid. 



     No matter how great other drummers are, you have your own voice, and nobody else will be
able to do what you do. Also, you have to make sure that you don’t let tools use you, which
happens a lot. I remember years ago when Pro Tools had just started taking off, I got a call from a
friend of mine to come and play on a track. I sat down and had my drums ready. When they
played the track for me, the drum track was perfect. I said, ‘What do you want me to do? This is a
great drum track. It’s perfect.’ They said, "That’s the point." The engineer took the track and lined
everything up, and it sounded like a mannequin. My job that day was to undo that perfection.
That was crazy. There are many ways to make records. I think they’re all good as long as you start
with a great song or a great idea. 

     Don’t drink or do anything to cut the edge before you play a show. I’ve done all of it,
everything you can possibly do, and the only thing it ever did was make me not be who I was
blessed to be in the first place. There is a little tiny window where you can get away with stuff like
that, but now with information and the internet, we know better. I love seeing my friends playing,
clear-eyed, and hitting it. Alcohol and drugs will never take care of nerves anyway. Don’t fool with
what your gift is. That’s your gift, and I think trying to mess with it is wrong. 

Bonus Jeff Porcaro story:
     Jeff Porcaro was so honest and such a giver. I can’t stress this enough. Just one of the most
amazing human beings I’ve ever known. He would call and say, “Get down here because I want
you to play on this track.” He would tell the producer, “I can’t hear this or feel this song, but so
and so can.” He would call Mike Baird or someone. That’s unheard of. You don’t hear of that
anymore, especially when you’re struggling or trying to come up. If you’re comfortably set, you
might help someone get a gig, but this was a man in the throes of playing in huge gigs, playing
with people at the top of their game, and he would recommend another drummer for a track if he
didn’t feel right for it. When he called me, I would show up, and it would be a wonderful hang.
Because he was there and wanted me to come and play, I would give it extra beyond what I
normally gave. The moral of the story is, everything you’re learning technique-wise is important,
but somehow try to remember that people are the whole deal. People are everything. Have fun as
much as you want to, but when it comes to people, you have to learn how to interact with people.
Be a person whom other people want to be around. It sounds easy to say and can be hard to do,
but somewhere in you is that person. Whatever it takes for you to be a people person, please do
it. Then all the other stuff will come together. 

Jim Keltner, Zigaboo Modeliste, James Gadson, Jonathan Moffett
Jim Keltner, Thomas Lang, Rich Redmond, and Tony Royster Jr. Roundtable
Jim Keltner, Charlie Watts, and Hal Blaine Roundtable
Jim Keltner, Neil Peart, and Doane Perry – Drummers that Compose
Jim Keltner, Chad Smith, and Terry Bozzio Drum Jam
Jim Keltner, Terry Bozzio Interview

More from Ji m Keltner! Check it out!

https://www.drumchannel.com/episodes/honoring-zig-roundtable-pt-1/
https://www.drumchannel.com/episodes/jim-keltner-thomas-lang-rich-redmond-and-tony-royster-jr-roundtable-pt-1/
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https://www.drumchannel.com/episodes/jim-keltner-and-terry-bozzio-interview-pt-1/


Favorite Vacation Destination?
Believe it or not, I sometimes consider my vacation spot to
be home. I'm gone a lot these days on tour so coming home

is almost like the vacation. 
 

When are you most creative? 
I'm such a nignt owl sometimes (but not always) 

so I'd say night. 
 

Favorite song?
Favorite song?? That's impossible. Today...? 

Maybe it's Walk This Way...
 

Dream Collaboration?
I've always said it would be Jeff Beck. It kind of did happen.

He's on 2 different tracks I played on. But I never played
live with him.

 

If you weren’t a drummer, what instrument 
would you focus on?

There's definitely been some guitar leads that made me
wish I played guitar. 

Starbucks order?
Pretty simple- grande ice coffee, oat milk, and a single 

pump of vanilla sweetener. 
 

Favorite Food? 
Sushi

 

Favorite Treat?
Smoothies (that I make myself)

 

What time do you go to bed?
Too late sometimes.

 

Words of wisdom to share with upcoming drummers?
Play in time, be on time, exercise wise time management with

what you choose to work on and spend time with.
 It's all about time. 

 

Book recommendations?
Any book that gives an honest portrayal of paying dues and

depicting real life in the entertainment biz. Last good one I read
like that was "Don't Stand So Close: My Improbable Adventure

as Sting's Guitarist".

NEW RELEASE: Glen Sobel Course 
     Glen Sobel, renowned as the drummer for Alice Cooper and The Hollywood Vampires, delves into
the art of drumming with a focus on developing the three-stroke ruff using double bass. With his wealth
of expertise and precision, Sobel imparts invaluable knowledge and insider tips, revealing the secrets to
crafting mesmerizing grooves and explosive fills that are tailor-made for rock and metal drumming. 

Double Bass Three-Stroke Ruff
Syncopated 16th Note Rhythms Using Three-Stroke Ruff
Using Three-Stroke Ruff in Shuffle Rhythms

Ending Fills with Three-Stroke Ruff
Bonus Lesson: Rock Shuffle "Hack"

COURSE OUTLINE

Hidden Talent
I make one hell of an omelet!

https://www.drumchannel.com/thecourses/practical-ways-for-using-three-stroke-ruffs-with-your-feet/
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D C  A C A D E M Y  L E S S O N S  T O  T R Y

This proven curriculum has been taught by Mike Packer for 30 years in colleges and universities, including
Musician’s Institute and Los Angeles College of Music. This proven curriculum covers every area of your playing.
There are 10 Courses, with over 250 Lessons and 60 Playalongs that are divided into 4 levels of
difficulty.Courses are guaranteed to give you results.

LEVEL 100 LEVEL 200 LEVEL 300

LEVEL 400

THE DRUM CHANNEL METHOD
ON DRUM CHANNEL

TODAY
START

"As a former student of Mike's, I
knew these books would be great,
but reading the content and
watching the corresponding videos
was like a throwback to the
amazing lessons we had back in
LA. He is not only a great
drummer, but an inspiring
educator. I still thrive on Mike's
teachings, even after 25 years as a
professional player. The area must
for every beginning and a great
way to review your basics as an
advanced player." 
- Stephan Emig (Drummer,
Percussionist, Educator)

"I just spent some time looking through your books and I have to say they are
really well done. Bravo and congratulations! Super smart and thorough in the
way it's laid out. Great information and lots of opportunities to practice playing.
Nice work! If I had a drum set class, I'd be using it in a heartbeat." 
- Dennis Crystal (Band Directory Newbury Park High School)

https://www.drumchannel.com/thecourses/dc-academy-method-400-level/
https://www.drumchannel.com/thecourses/dc-academy-method-200-level/
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O N  T H E  A I R

DC MUST-SEEDC MUST-SEEDC MUST-SEE

Live streams every week 

Dennis chambers plays on 
terry bozzio's kit 

EDUCATIONAL.EDUCATIONAL.EDUCATIONAL.   

DCTV: always on the air. 
Streaming 24/7.

Mike Clark explains 
the "Actual Proof" Groove

complete breakdown 
by Gregg Bissonette

Terry bozzio interviews Steve Vai

Backstage at the RHCP Concert 

   LEARNLEARNLEARN...
   ENTERTAINMENTENTERTAINMENTENTERTAINMENT

...   
HAVE FUNHAVE FUNHAVE FUN...   

https://www.drumchannel.com/dctv/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ItXjq0KJBns&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTL5XXa-5p0&t=4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08HHcJemLoE&t=76s
https://www.drumchannel.com/episodes/rhcp-concert-and-interview-pt-1/
https://www.drumchannel.com/episodes/interviewing-steve-vai-pt-1/
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